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A volume in the American Sociological Association's Rose Series in Sociology West Baltimore stands out in the
popular imagination as the quintessential “inner city”—gritty, run-down, and marred by drugs and gang violence.
Indeed, with the collapse of manufacturing jobs in the 1970s, the area experienced a rapid onset of poverty and
high unemployment, with few public resources available to alleviate economic distress. But in stark contrast to
the image of a perpetual “urban underclass” depicted in television by shows like The Wire, sociologists Karl
Alexander, Doris Entwisle, and Linda Olson present a more nuanced portrait of Baltimore’s inner city residents
that employs important new research on the significance of early-life opportunities available to low-income
populations. The Long Shadow focuses on children who grew up in west Baltimore neighborhoods and others like
them throughout the city, tracing how their early lives in the inner city have affected their long-term well-being.
Although research for this book was conducted in Baltimore, that city’s struggles with deindustrialization, white
flight, and concentrated poverty were characteristic of most East Coast and Midwest manufacturing cities. The
experience of Baltimore’s children who came of age during this era is mirrored in the experiences of urban
children across the nation. For 25 years, the authors of The Long Shadow tracked the life progress of a group of
almost 800 predominantly low-income Baltimore school children through the Beginning School Study Youth
Panel (BSSYP). The study monitored the children’s transitions to young adulthood with special attention to how
opportunities available to them as early as first grade shaped their socioeconomic status as adults. The authors’
fine-grained analysis confirms that the children who lived in more cohesive neighborhoods, had stronger families,
and attended better schools tended to maintain a higher economic status later in life. As young adults, they held
higher-income jobs and had achieved more personal milestones (such as marriage) than their lower-status
counterparts. Differences in race and gender further stratified life opportunities for the Baltimore children. As
one of the first studies to closely examine the outcomes of inner-city whites in addition to African Americans,
data from the BSSYP shows that by adulthood, white men of lower status family background, despite attaining
less education on average, were more likely to be employed than any other group in part due to family
connections and long-standing racial biases in Baltimore’s industrial economy. Gender imbalances were also
evident: the women, who were more likely to be working in low-wage service and clerical jobs, earned less than
men. African American women were doubly disadvantaged insofar as they were less likely to be in a stable
relationship than white women, and therefore less likely to benefit from a second income. Combining original
interviews with Baltimore families, teachers, and other community members with the empirical data gathered
from the authors’ groundbreaking research, The Long Shadow unravels the complex connections between
socioeconomic origins and socioeconomic destinations to reveal a startling and much-needed examination of who
succeeds and why.
A sequel to the best-selling Robopocalypse is told through a series of narratives that finds new and former
characters fighting to rebuild a war-stricken world under threat of the surviving Archos machine code. 100,000
first printing.
Steve Wilkens edits a debate between three different understandings of the relationship between faith and
reason, between theology and philosophy. The three views include: Faith and Philosophy in Tension, Faith
Seeking Understanding and the Thomistic Synthesis. This introduction to a classic problem is an essential
resource for students.
National history has once again become a battlefield. In internal political conflicts, which are fought on the
terrain of popular culture, museums, schoolbooks, and memorial politics, it has taken on a newly important and
contested role. Irrespective of national specifics, the narratives of new nationalism are quite similar everywhere.
National history is said to stretch back many centuries, expressesing the historical continuity of a homogeneous
people and its timeless character. This people struggles for independence, guided by towering leaders and
inspired by the sacrifice of martyrs. Unlike earlier forms of nationalism, the main enemies are no longer
neighbouring states, but international and supranational institutions. To use national history as an integrative
tool, new nationalists claim that the media and school history curricula should not contest or question the nation
and its great historical deeds, as doubts threaten to weaken and dishonour the nation. This book offers a broad
international overview of the rhetoric, contents, and contexts of the rise of these renewed national historical
narratives, and of how professional historians have reacted to these phenomena. The contributions focus on a
wide range of representative nations from around all over the globe.
Computer Science and Engineering in Health Services
The Long Shadow
Family Background, Disadvantaged Urban Youth, and the Transition to Adulthood
Tools to Equip and Empower God’s People for His Mission
Devices, Reception and Reaction
Wrap Contracts and Personal Genomics
Life Chances, Education and Social Movements

This book aims to address emerging challenges in the field of agriculture and natural resource management using the
principles and applications of data science (DS). The book is organized in three sections, and it has fourteen chapters
dealing with specialized areas. The chapters are written by experts sharing their experiences very lucidly through case
studies, suitable illustrations and tables. The contents have been designed to fulfil the needs of geospatial, data science,
agricultural, natural resources and environmental sciences of traditional universities, agricultural universities,
technological universities, research institutes and academic colleges worldwide. It will help the planners, policymakers
and extension scientists in planning and sustainable management of agriculture and natural resources. The authors
believe that with its uniqueness the book is one of the important efforts in the contemporary cyber-physical systems.
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How is it that pets are able to travel thousands of miles through unknown territory to reunite with their beloved humans?
How can dogs detect cancer with up to a 98 percent accuracy rate, and foresee epileptic or diabetic seizures in their
owners? How do animals seem to know an earthquake is coming long before the world's best seismologists? In Animal
Wisdom, veterinarian and animal advocate Linda Bender offers a wealth of amazing stories and research-based
evidence indicating animals have deeply perceptive—even extrasensory—abilities. She shows us that animals are
extremely perceptive, intuitive, and psychic and provides step-by-step practices for honing your natural ability to
communicate with them, so that you too can learn to understand their urgent messages about peace, happiness, and the
future of the planet. Animal Wisdom is for animal lovers and anyone who seeks a deeper, more spiritual connection to
these beautiful creatures. From the table of contents: Foreword by Linda Tucker PART I: The Fabric of Creation Chapter
1: The Ecology of Paradise Chapter 2: How Can We Know What Animals Are Thinking and Feeling? PART II: What
Animals Want Us to Know Chapter 3: You Are Loved Chapter 4: You Are Already Living in Paradise Chapter 5: You
Don't Have to Figure Everything Out Chapter 6: Dying Isn't Bad PART III: The Connection of All Creatures Chapter 7:
How to Connect Telepathically with Animals: A Practical Guide Chapter 8: The Animals Speak for Themselves Chapter 9:
Heeding the Cries of the Nonhuman World Afterword by Andrew Harvey
“This beautiful book, full of wisdom and warmth, teaches us how to protect and preserve our most valuable
possessions—the relationships with those we love. It shows that the things that matter definitely aren’t ‘things,’ and how
to empower your life in the right direction.” —Dr. Stephen R. Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Four simple phrases—“Please forgive me,” “I forgive you,” “Thank you,” and “I love you”—carry enormous power to
mend and nurture our relationships and inner lives. These four phrases and the sentiments they convey provide a path to
emotional wellbeing, guiding us through interpersonal difficulties to life with integrity and grace. Newly updated with
stories from people who have turned to this life-altering book in their time of need, this motivational teaching about what
really matters reminds us how we can honor each relationship every day. Dr. Ira Byock, an international leader in
palliative care, explains how we can practice these life-affirming words in our day-to-day lives. Too often we assume that
the people we love really know that we love them. Dr. Byock demonstrates the value of “stating the obvious” and
provides practical insights into the benefits of letting go of old grudges and toxic emotions. His stories help us to forgive,
appreciate, love, and celebrate one another and live life more fully. Using the Four Things in a wide range of life
situations, we can experience emotional healing even in the wake of family strife, personal tragedy, divorce, or in the face
of death. With practical wisdom and spiritual power, The Four Things That Matter Most gives us the language and
guidance to honor and experience what really matters most in our lives every day.
This unique volume explores cutting-edge management approaches to developing complex software that is efficient,
scalable, sustainable, and suitable for distributed environments. Practical insights are offered by an international
selection of pre-eminent authorities, including case studies, best practices, and balanced corporate analyses. Emphasis
is placed on the use of the latest software technologies and frameworks for life-cycle methods, including the design,
implementation and testing stages of software development. Topics and features: · Reviews approaches for reusability,
cost and time estimation, and for functional size measurement of distributed software applications · Discusses the core
characteristics of a large-scale defense system, and the design of software project management (SPM) as a service ·
Introduces the 3PR framework, research on crowdsourcing software development, and an innovative approach to
modeling large-scale multi-agent software systems · Examines a system architecture for ambient assisted living, and an
approach to cloud migration and management assessment · Describes a software error proneness mechanism, a novel
Scrum process for use in the defense domain, and an ontology annotation for SPM in distributed environments ·
Investigates the benefits of agile project management for higher education institutions, and SPM that combines software
and data engineering This important text/reference is essential reading for project managers and software engineers
involved in developing software for distributed computing environments. Students and researchers interested in SPM
technologies and frameworks will also find the work to be an invaluable resource. Prof. Zaigham Mahmood is a Senior
Technology Consultant at Debesis Education UK and an Associate Lecturer (Research) at the University of Derby, UK.
He also holds positions as Foreign Professor at NUST and IIU in Islamabad, Pakistan, and Professor Extraordinaire at
the North West University Potchefstroom, South Africa.
The Scalp Hunters
Low-dose antibiotics: current status and outlook for the future
Molecular Biophysics for the Life Sciences
Joint Conferences XII Communicative Strategies of the Information Society and XX Professional Culture of the Specialist
of the Future
Challenges and Opportunities in the Digital Era
Race Rights Reparations
5th EAI International Conference, COMPSE 2021, Virtual Event, July 29, 2021, Proceedings

The peroxisome is an organelle with essential roles in lipid metabolism, maintenance of reactive oxygen species
homeostasis, and anaplerotic replenishment of tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates destined for mitochondria.
Peroxisomes constitute a dynamic endomembrane system. The homeostatic state of this system is upheld via two
pathways for assembling and maintaining the diverse peroxisomal compartments constituting it; the relative contribution
of each pathway to preserving such system may vary in different organisms and under various physiological conditions.
One pathway begins with the targeting of certain peroxisomal membrane proteins to an endoplasmic reticulum template
and their exit from the template via pre-peroxisomal carriers; these carriers mature into metabolically active peroxisomes
containing the entire complement of membrane and matrix proteins. Another pathway operates via growth and
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maturation of pre-existing peroxisomal precursors that do not originate from the endoplasmic reticulum; mature
peroxisomes proliferate by undergoing fission. Recent studies have uncovered new roles for the peroxisomal
endomembrane system in orchestrating important developmental decisions and defining organismal longevity. This
Frontiers Special Topic Issue is focused on the advances in our understanding of how evolutionarily distant organisms
coordinate the formation, maturation, proliferation, maintenance, inheritance and quality control of the peroxisomal
endomembrane system and how peroxisomal endomembranes communicate with other cellular compartments to
orchestrate complex biological processes and various developmental programs from inside the cell.
A six-level paired skills series that helps students to think critically and succeed academically. The Third Edition builds
on Q: Skills for Success' question-centered approach with even more critical thinking, up-to-date topics, and 100% new
assessment.
This book provides a snapshot of state-of-the-art interdisciplinary discussions in Russia about technology in the
information society. New technologies are subject to original theoretical analysis, but there are also reflections on the
practical experience of their application. The book covers a range of topics which includes human–technology
interaction, education in digital reality, distance education due to COVID-19 quarantine measures, cognitive
technologies, system analytics of information and communication technologies. The book collects contributions from
philosophy, didactics, computer sciences, sociology, psychology, media studies, and law. It contains a selection of
papers accepted for presentation at the XX International Conference «Professional Culture of the Specialist of the
Future» (26–27 November 2020, St. Petersburg) and the XII International Conference «CommunicativeStrategies of the
Information Society» (23–24 October 2020, St. Petersburg).
A heterocyclic compound or ring structure is a cyclic compound that has atoms of at least two different elements as
members of its ring(s). Heterocyclic chemistry is the branch of organic chemistry dealing with the synthesis, properties,
and applications of these heterocycles. This text is a concise book that gives details of heterocyclic compounds. This
book will also be useful to the students preparing for various competitive examinations. Much emphasis has been placed
on chemical reactions and mechanisms of heterocyclic compounds. Each compound had been described in a clear and
systematic manner. The subject-matter presented in each book, though concise, has adequate coverage of this subject;
the important points wherever necessary have been highlighted; complex portion of the content has been interpreted in
an easy to grasp manner; and long sequences of references of reactions have been summarized in short run flowcharts.
100 Ideas for Empowering Teachers in the Classroom
Life Sciences, Grade 10
Perceived Benefits versus Unintended Consequences
Faith and Reason
Development of executive function during childhood
Mogie
Human Development Report 2015
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 17th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services and eSociety, I3E 201, held in Kuwait City, Kuwait, in October/November 2018. The 65 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 99 submissions. Topics of interest include, amongst others, the following: social media; information
systems; marketing and communications; management and operations; public administration; economics, sociology, and
psychology; e-finance, e-banking, and e-accounting; computer science and computer engineering; and teaching and learning.
An accounting study guide with questions, and answers is a helpful tool for anyone that is taking an an accounting class. An
accounting course book covers topics extensively. With the study guide the person can take the quizzes, and check their answers.
The study guide shows which answer is correct. Some study guide books will explain why the other answers is close, but not
correct. Once the person takes the quiz on a specific topic. They will find out where their weakness is, and what areas they have
to study. The book will help them prepare for class exams, and any professional exams they may take.
Study & Master Life Sciences Grade 10 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the Curriculum and
Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to master essential content and skills in Life
Sciences. The comprehensive Learner's Book includes: * an expanded contents page indicating the CAPS coverage required for
each strand * a mind map at the beginning of each module that gives an overview of the contents of that module * activities
throughout that help develop learners' science knowledge and skills as well as Formal Assessment tasks to test their learning * a
review at the end of each unit that provides for consolidation of learning * case studies that link science to real-life situations and
present balanced views on sensitive issues. * 'information' boxes providing interesting additional information and 'Note' boxes
that bring important information to the learner's attention
Every new tractor now contains built-in sensors that collect data and stream it to cloud-based infrastructure. Seed and chemical
companies are using these data, and these agribusinesses are a form of big tech alongside firms like Google and Facebook. The
Immaculate Conception of Data peeks behind the secretive legal agreements surrounding agricultural big data to trace how it is
used and with what consequences. Agribusinesses are among the oldest oligopoly corporations in the world, and their
concentration gives them an advantage over other food system actors. Kelly Bronson explores what happens when big data get
caught up in pre-existing arrangements of power. Her richly ethnographic account details the work of corporate scientists,
farmers using the data, and activist hackers building open-source data platforms. Actors working in private and public
contexts have divergent views on whom new technology is for, how it should be developed, and what kinds of agriculture it
should support. Surprisingly, despite their differences, these groups share a way of speaking about data and its value for the
future. Bronson calls this the immaculate conception of data, arguing that this phenomenon is a dangerous framework for
imagining big data and what it might do for society. Drawing our attention to agriculture as an important new site for big tech
criticism, The Immaculate Conception of Data uniquely bridges science and technology studies, critical data studies, and food
studies, bringing to light salient issues related to data justice and a sustainable food system.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Former Roman Catholics
Institutional Racism and The Law
Publish or Perish
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17th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services, and e-Society, I3E 2018, Kuwait City, Kuwait, October 30 ‒ November
1, 2018, Proceedings
The Four Things That Matter Most - 10th Anniversary Edition
Life-Cycle Methods for Developing Scalable and Reliable Tools
Mixed Feelings and Vexed Passions
'Life Chances, Education and Social Movements' explains the sociology of life chances; the opportunities and experiences of different
generations in Australia, the United States and the UK; and how the differential distribution of life-enhancing opportunities affects our wellbeing. Ralf Dahrendorf’s life-chances theory is used to support the theoretical and empirical arguments in Lyle Munro’s book. For
Dahrendorf, education is arguably the most important option individuals can utilise for improving their well-being and for overcoming
social and economic disadvantages. While there are countless sociological accounts of inequality, Munro’s study takes a different and
novel approach based on Dahrendorf’s model, according to which education and social movements and their networks function to
enhance the life chances of individuals and social groups respectively.
In Realizing the Distinctive University: Vision and Values, Strategy and Culture, Mark William Roche changes the terms of the debate
about American higher education. A former dean of the College of Arts and Letters at the University of Notre Dame, Roche argues for the
importance of an institutional vision, not simply a brand, and while he extols the value of entrepreneurship, he defines it in contrast to the
corporate drive toward commercialization and demands for business management models. Using the history of the German university to
assess the need for, and implementation of, distinctive visions at American colleges and universities, Roche's own vision benefits from his
deep connection to both systems as well as his experience in the trenches working to realize the special mission of an American Catholic
university. Roche makes a significant contribution by delineating means for moving such an institution from vision to implementation.
Roche provides a road map to creating a superb arts and sciences college within a major research university and offers a rich analysis of
five principles that have shaped the modern American university: flexibility, competition, incentives, accountability, and community. He
notes the challenges and problems that surface with these categories and includes ample illustration of both best practices and personal
missteps. The book makes clear that even a compelling intellectual vision must always be linked to its embodiment in rhetoric, support
structures, and community. Throughout this unique and appealing contribution to the literature on higher education, Roche avoids
polemic and remains optimistic about the ways in which a faculty member serving in administration can make a positive difference.
Realizing the Distinctive University is a must read for academic administrators, faculty members interested in the inner workings of the
university, and graduate students and scholars of higher education.
A ground-breaking collection exploring the rich array of emotions in biblical literature An international team of Hebrew Bible and New
Testament scholars offers incisive case studies of passions displayed by divine and human figures in the biblical texts ranging from joy,
happiness, and trust to grief, hate, and disgust. Essays address how biblical characters' feelings affect their relationship with God, one
another, and the world and how these feelings mix together, for good or ill, for flourishing or vexation. Deeply engaged with both ancient
and modern contexts, including the burgeoning interdisciplinary study of emotion in the humanities and sciences, these essays break
down the artificial divide between reason and passion, cognition and emotion, thought and feeling in biblical study. Features Case studies
drawn from multiple genres across the Bible: narrative, prophets, poetry, wisdom, Gospels, and letters Helpful select bibliographies of
interdisciplinary resources at the end of each essay Critical balance between theory and practice and between method and close textual
analysis Distinctive ancient Hebrew and Greek uses of emotional terms and concepts compared with each other and with evolving
understandings in Western culture
This book examines the rise of the direct-to-consumer genetic testing industry (DTC) and its use of 'wrap' contracts. It uses the example
of DTC to show the challenges that disruptive technologies pose for societies and for regulation. It also uses the wrap contracts of DTC
companies to explore broader issues with online contracting.
The Exercise of Power in Communication
Data Science in Agriculture and Natural Resource Management
Software Project Management for Distributed Computing
TEE for the 21st Century
Heterocyclic Chemistry
Exploring Emotions in Biblical Literature
Vision and Values, Strategy and Culture
The dedication of a piece of music is a feature generally overlooked, but it can reveal a great deal
about the work, the composer, the society and the music world in which the composer lived. This book
explores the musical, biographical and sociological aspects of the practice of dedicating new
compositions in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, and makes a significant contribution towards a
better understanding of the impact these tributes had on Beethoven’s life and work, and their function
within the context of the musical, cultural and economic environments in which they appeared. As the
first of its kind, this study demonstrates that, as a result of their different functions, published
dedications and handwritten inscriptions are distinct from one another, and for that reason they have
been classified in different categories. This book, therefore, challenges the idea of what exactly can
be termed as a ‘dedication’, a concept which extends far beyond the dedication of musical works.
This book gives an overview on the fatigue of materials under non-proportional loads. It presents the
rich spectrum of phenomena and treats various computational models to mathematically describe the nonproportional fatigue of materials.
Imad Moosa’s thought-provoking book explores the contemporary doctrine that plagues the academic sphere:
the principle of publish or perish. This book identifies the pressures placed upon academics to either
publish their work regularly, or suffer the consequences, including lack of promotion, or even
redundancy.
This book considers institutional racism as a problem that exists within modern societies. Its roots lie
with the transatlantic slave trade and slavery and the solution involves ridding society of the problem.
It is argued here that, first, there needs to be an acceptance of its existence, then developing the
tools needed to deal with it and, finally, to implement those tools so that institutional racism can be
permanently removed from society. The book has four themes: the first considers the nature of
institutional racism, the second theme looks at instances of institutional racism through matters such
as deaths in custody and skin lightening, the third considers the concept of reparations and the final
area looks at the development of social movements as a way of pushing institutional racism up the
political agenda. The development of a social movement is part of a social discourse which would, for
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example, push mentoring as a form of reparations. There is a need for more research on the
manifestations of institutional racism and this book is part of that discourse. It is argued that the
legacy of the slave trade and slavery is continuing and contemporary through the presence of
institutional racism in society. This problem has not been addressed through legislation and policies
devised to combat racial discrimination. Institutional racism needs to be understood as being located in
the processes and procedures of societal institutions.
Race, Carceral Technoscience, and Liberatory Imagination in Everyday Life
Alfred Bester
A Book About Living
A Global Comparison
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Agnostics
Agribusiness, Activists, and Their Shared Politics of the Future
Learning from the Spiritual Lives of Animals

This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Computer
Science and Engineering in Health Services, COMPSE 2021, held in July 2021. Due to COVID-19 pandemic the
conference was held virtually. The 17 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 46
submissions. The papers are grouped on thematic topics: application of tools delivered by the COVID-19
pandemic; health services; computer and data science; and industry 4.0 in logistics and supply chain.
Executive function refers to the goal-oriented regulation of one’s own thoughts, actions, and emotions. Its
importance is attested by its contribution to the development of other cognitive skills (e.g., theory of mind),
social abilities (e.g., peer interactions), and academic achievement (e.g., mathematics), and by the consequences
of deficits in executive function (which are observed in wide range of developmental disorders, such as attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder and autism). Over the last decade, there have been growing interest in the
development of executive function, and an expanding body of research has shown that executive function
develops rapidly during the preschool years, with adult-level performance being achieved during adolescence or
later. This recent work, together with experimental research showing the effects of interventions targeting
executive function, has yielded important insights into the neurocognitive processes underlying executive
function. Given the complexity of the construct of executive function, however, and the multiplicity of underlying
processes, there are often inconsistencies in the way that executive function is defined and studied. This
inconsistency has hampered communication among researchers from various fields. This Research Topic is
intended to bridge this gap and provide an opportunity for researchers from different perspectives to discuss
recent advances in understanding childhood executive function. Researchers using various methods, including,
behavioral experiments, neuroimaging, eye-tracking, computer simulation, observational methods, and
questionnaires, are encouraged to contribute original empirical research. In addition to original empirical
articles, theoretical reviews and opinions/perspective articles on promising future directions are welcome. We
hope that researchers from different areas, such as developmental psychology, educational psychology,
experimental psychology, neuropsychology, neuroscience, psychiatry, computational science, etc., will be
represented in the Research Topic.
Mogie is a real-life Labradoodle with a special talent: he always knows just what a sick kid needs! Get to know
this passionate pup with this story by a Newbery Honoree. Give that dog a puddle and he’d splash. Give him a
whistle and he’d roll over. Give him a rule and he’d break it. One day a passel of puppies was born. Each puppy
was designated for a Very Important Job, like Service Dog, or Search and Rescue Dog, or Groomed for the Show
Ring Dog. Each puppy, that is, except Mogie. Mogie was a ball-chasing, tail-wagging, moon-howling pup. Not the
kind of pup for any of those jobs! But there is a place that is just right for Mogie: a very special house where sick
children and their families can stay while they undergo long-term treatment. A place with children who NEED a
ball-chasing, tail-wagging, moon-howling pup. And there’s one little boy in particular who needs Mogie. And
Mogie is about to prove he’s the best darn pooch in the passel. Based on a true story, this heartwarming picture
book is published in conjunction with the Ronald McDonald House.
This report takes a broad view of the link between work and human development. Work is a critical tool for
economic growth and security, poverty reduction and gender equality. It enables full participation in society
while affording people a sense of dignity and worth. Humans working together not only increase their material
well-being, they also accumulate a wide body of knowledge that serves as the basis for cultures and civilizations.
The report finds that work enhances human development when policies are taken to expand productive,
remunerative and satisfying work opportunities. Workers' skills and potentials are enhanced, their well-being in
terms of rights, safety and benefits are ensured with targeted interventions, and an agenda incorporating decent
work, a new Social Contract and a Global Deal is pursued.
Accounting Questions & Answers
The Heart of the House (with audio recording)
Stories Behind the Tributes
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Autobiographers
Realizing the Distinctive University
Three Views

Antimicrobial therapy is a key factor in our success against pathogens poised to ravage at risk or infected individuals. However, we
are currently at a watershed point as we face a growing crisis of antibiotic resistance among diverse pathogens. One area of intense
interest is the impact of the application of antibiotics for uses other than the treatment of patients and the association with such
utilization with emerging drug resistance. This Research Topic “Low- dose antibiotics: current status and outlook for the future” in
Frontiers in Microbiology: Antimicrobials, Resistance and Chemotherapy details various aspects of the wide ranging effects of
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antimicrobial therapy from areas such as the regulation of host responses to modulation of bacterial virulence factors to acquisition
of antibiotic resistance genes.
Alfred Bester's classic short stories and the canonical novel The Stars My Destination made him a science fiction legend. Fans and
scholars praise him as a genre-bending pioneer and cyberpunk forefather. Writers like Neil Gaiman and William Gibson celebrate
his prophetic vision and stylistic innovations. Jad Smith traces the career of the unlikeliest of SF icons. Winner of the first Hugo
Award for The Demolished Man , Bester also worked in comics, radio, and TV, and his intermittent SF writing led some critics to
brand him a dabbler. In the 1960s, however, New Wave writers championed his work, and his reputation grew. Smith follows Bester's
journey from consummate outsider to an artist venerated for foundational works that influenced the New Wave and cyberpunk
revolutions. He also explores the little-known roots of a wayward journey fueled by curiosity, disappointment with the SF
mainstream, and an artist's determination to go his own way.
The contributors to Captivating Technology examine how carceral technologies such as electronic ankle monitors and predictivepolicing algorithms are being deployed to classify and coerce specific populations and whether these innovations can be
appropriated and reimagined for more liberatory ends.
Fundamental of Nuclear Engineering is derived from over 25 years of teaching undergraduate and graduate courses on nuclear
engineering. The material has been extensively class tested and provides the most comprehensive textbook and reference on the
fundamentals of nuclear engineering. It includes a broad range of important areas in the nuclear engineering field; nuclear and
atomic theory; nuclear reactor physics, design, control/dynamics, safety and thermal-hydraulics; nuclear fuel engineering; and
health physics/radiation protection. It also includes the latest information that is missing in traditional texts, such as space radiation.
The aim of the book is to provide a source for upper level undergraduate and graduate students studying nuclear engineering.
Motivating Students with Dyslexia
Beethoven’s Dedications
Origin and spatiotemporal dynamics of the peroxisomal endomembrane system
A Thrilling Tale of Adventure and Romance in Northern Mexico
National History and New Nationalism in the Twenty-First Century
Work for Human Development
The Immaculate Conception of Data
This volume provides an overview of the development and scope of molecular biophysics and
in-depth discussions of the major experimental methods that enable biological
macromolecules to be studied at atomic resolution. It also reviews the physical chemical
concepts that are needed to interpret the experimental results and to understand how the
structure, dynamics, and physical properties of biological macromolecules enable them to
perform their biological functions. Reviews of research on three disparate biomolecular
machines—DNA helicases, ATP synthases, and myosin--illustrate how the combination of
theory and experiment leads to new insights and new questions.
Bursting with concise and clear advice, in this book Gad Elbeheri explores why motivation
for pupils with dyslexia can drop, and how this can be addressed before it impacts on
learning. Motivating Students with Dyslexia provides a variety of ideas for improving
motivation, all one hundred tried and tested, and can be applied in the classroom
immediately. With a focus on enhancing the skills and the self-sufficiency of teachers,
this essential resource provides: An accessible summary of the theoretical groundings to
motivation. A clear rationale of why particular strategies should be used. Advice on how
to successfully plan, execute and evaluate learning at school and at home. Ideal for
teachers and SENCos around the world who are looking to improve or diversify motivation
techniques for students with dyslexia, this book is a brilliant toolkit of inspiring
ideas for increasing motivation among students with dyslexia at all levels of education.
Theological education is at a global crossroads. Although many traditional programmes
struggle to maintain student enrolment, today’s environment gives exciting opportunities
to serve the global church in ways that are multi-level, accessible, and educationally
effective. TEE for the 21st Century utilizes missiological, educational, and sociological
perspectives to explore theological education by extension (TEE) as a powerful
contemporary tool for equipping the global church for its global mission. Multi-authored
by a global team of discipline experts, brought together by the Increase Association,
this book speaks to the real-life training needs of today’s church. Addressed to leaders,
teachers, and practitioners, it offers a robust framework for critically evaluating the
impact of TEE on the formation of whole-life disciples in a wide variety of contexts and
locations. With a proven track record across Asia, Latin America, and Africa, TEE has a
role to play in the future of the church, empowering every member to fulfil their Godgiven calling to ministry and mission.
This book explores the various choices speakers or communicators make when expressing
power relations in modern societies. The volume brings together several disciplines, such
as linguistics, sociology, communication studies and social psychology, to give insight
into how interactants co-construct different aspects of power in their everyday life.
Q: Skills for Success 3E Reading & Writing Level 4
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Animal Wisdom
Phenomena and Computational Models of Non-Proportional Fatigue of Materials
Fundamentals of Nuclear Engineering
Captivating Technology
Robogenesis
Knowledge in the Information Society
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